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Canadian County deputy arrested on rape charges
kfor.com/news/local/canadian-county-deputy-arrested-on-rape-charges
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MARSHALL COUNTY, Okla. (KFOR) – A former Canadian County deputy has been arrested
in regards to an alleged sexual assault.

According to the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation, on July 20, Canadian Co. Deputy
Wesley Wayne Hunter Jr. was transporting an adult female to the Canadian Co. Jail
regarding an outstanding warrant.

LOCAL NEWS: Records show murder suspect went to victim’s home on day of his
court appearance for VPO violations
It was determined that at some point during the transportation, Hunter stopped the vehicle in
a remote area and sexually assaulted the female passenger.
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Officials say the Canadian Co. Sheriff’s Office requested assistance from the OSBI on July
25 regarding the case.

According to OSBI, special agents were able to find evidence indicating that the assault
happened in Marshall County, near State Highway 70 and Antioch Road.

Based on what agents found, Hunter was arrested and booked into the Marshall County Jail
on Second Degree Rape and is no longer employed by the Canadian Co. Sheriff’s Office.
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McAlister’s Deli giving away free tea July 20

Inflation hits lowest rate in 2 years

Crocs releases ‘Barbie’-themed shoes
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Subway giving away up to 1 million free subs

Frontier Airlines’ unlimited flight pass now $299
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McDonald’s ‘phasing out’ 3 all-day items from menu

Stop driving some 2003 Ram pickups, owners urged

View All Consumer

Local Video

Woman says landlord won’t fix air conditioning
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Police chase involving stolen truck ends in Oklahoma …

Lawsuit filed to stop first religious public charter …

Gov. Stitt says he will sue Republican legislative …

Mother was threatened & stalked before murder
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2 hit by bullets in NW OKC Neighborhood

Trucking firm Yellow shuts down, impacting OKC workers

Officers cleared of charges returning to the force

Petland animal cruelty arrest
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Investigation underway after massive fire engulfs …

OKCPD arrest driver after a chase Monday afternoon

OKCPD arrest driver after a chase Monday afternoon

EMSA promotes new EMT program
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Oklahoma launches ‘Tough as a Mother’ campaign

More Videos

KFOR.com Oklahoma City Video

Woman says landlord won’t fix air conditioning

7 hours ago

Police chase involving stolen truck ends in Oklahoma …

7 hours ago
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Lawsuit filed to stop first religious public charter …

7 hours ago

Gov. Stitt says he will sue Republican legislative …

19 hours ago

Mother was threatened & stalked before murder

19 hours ago

2 hit by bullets in NW OKC Neighborhood
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19 hours ago

Trucking firm Yellow shuts down, impacting OKC workers

20 hours ago

Officers cleared of charges returning to the force

20 hours ago

Petland animal cruelty arrest

20 hours ago
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Investigation underway after massive fire engulfs …

21 hours ago

OKCPD arrest driver after a chase Monday afternoon

22 hours ago

OKCPD arrest driver after a chase Monday afternoon

22 hours ago

More Videos

Don't Miss Videos

WATCH: Trooper rescues and adopts injured kitten …

https://kfor.com/video
https://kfor.com/video/watch-trooper-rescues-and-adopts-injured-kitten-on-highway/8430816/
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“Hero” school bus driver saves student from passing …

Graphic video shows student attacking teacher’s aide …

DUI Driver plows into church, injures three

WATCH: Fleeing suspect’s car misses train by mere …
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Cameras capture suspects stealing $50,000 in handbags

More Videos

Clear the Shelters

How this teen is saving homeless animals one bow …

Use the ‘WeRescue’ app and website to find adoptable …
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13 puppies dumped at Stillwater church

Meet the dog from Illinois with the world’s longest …

The ‘World’s Ugliest Dog’ competition has a new winner …
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Clear The Shelters pet adoption and donation campaign …

Why you should adopt a senior dog over a puppy
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California man celebrates 100th birthday with dog …

31-year-old’s dog grooming business brings in $1.3 …

Photos: Dozens of dogs in need of loving homes in …

Shelter: Pet lives at risk due to severe overcrowding …
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OKC Shelter takes in 101 animals in one day

400 dogs looking for loving homes in Oklahoma City

Photos: Adoptable cats at Oklahoma City shelter
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“This is not sustainable,” OKC shelter takes in 269 …

OKC shelter takes in 143 abandoned animals day of …

How to make your pet an emotional support animal
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Shelter: 320 dogs up for adoption after canine flu …

Foundation teaming up with OK animal shelters to …

OKC Animal Shelter continues to treat canine flu
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Show All

KFOR In-Studio Guests

Money Monday: Understanding APR

Oklahoma ranks #4 for highest home insurance

Discover Oklahoma: New Apollo Moon mission exhibit …
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New World Comic Con coming to Oklahoma City

Head injury recovery for Senior patients

How to help children process grief

Oklahoma State Department of Health launches new …

Keeping workers safe during extreme summer heat
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Career night at the Museum open to K-12 students …

Getting your student prepared for back to school

Discover Oklahoma Blessed Stanley Rother Shrine

How coffee can impact your health
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“Don’t give thieves the keys”: How to prevent car …

Community Giveaway this Saturday, July 22

4 Your Garden: Helping your plants through an unpredictable …

Money Monday: How to boost your summer savings
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Discover Oklahoma: 4 the Weekend

FDA approves 1st over-the-counter birth control pill

OKC Mayor David Holt discusses Opening Night, and …

Debunking myths about ticks
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More Videos

Is this a Great State or What?!

Great State 7/31/23

Is this a great state or what?!

What a difference a year makes: No fresh tomatoes …

From Air Force mom to published author: “The Decision”
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Johnnie’s Charcoal Broiler and Harding’s Class of …

Best of Great State: Dog days dock diving

1917 Prices for an Ice Cream Cone at Kaiser’s once …

Growing contemporary artists at Oklahoma Contemporary
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More Videos

Abortion Battle

Missouri Supreme Court orders attorney general to …

Some patients at risk of higher surveillance: report
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‘Just the right darn thing to do for people who raise …

St. Supreme Court strikes down two OK abortion laws

SC gov. signs ‘heartbeat’ abortion ban into law

Doctor faces discipline hearing over girl’s abortion

Alabama leaders balk at report Biden may block Space …
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Health complications followed abortion laws: research

Study: OK hospitals’ abortion procedures unclear

Supreme Court pauses abortion pill restrictions from …

House GOP leaders distance from national abortion …
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Supreme Court extends brief pause on abortion pill …

Supreme Court set to rule on abortion pill limits

Supreme Court grants temporary pause on abortion …

Biden administration, drugmaker ask Supreme Court …
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Florida legislature passes 6-week abortion ban

GOP Rep. Nancy Mace says FDA should ignore judge’s …

Idaho governor signs ‘abortion trafficking’ bill …
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More Abortion Coverage

Ukraine Crisis

Zelensky declares Ukraine ‘year of invincibility’ …

Biden in Warsaw: ‘Ukraine will never be a victory …

Graham: Biden visit to Ukraine sends ‘right signal’ …

Tanks, jets and justice: Ukraine’s top prosecutor …

State senator fighting to stop Ukrainian troops to …
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“Torture chamber” reveals hundreds of gold dental …

Ukrainian bride poses for haunting wedding pictures …

Burning Russian fighter jet falls to the ground, …

View All Russia Ukraine war

Coronavirus

View All Coronavirus

Technology

Amazon adds video telemedicine visits nationwide …
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Chatbots sometimes make things up. Is AI’s hallucination …

You’ll need this hidden info to claim a FB lawsuit …

Brightly flashing ‘X’ sign removed from the San Francisco …

Lawyers for tech consultant Nima Momeni say he had …

What to stream this week: ‘Guardians of the Galaxy …

Show More
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View All Pay It 4ward

National News

Taco Bell sued over Crunchwraps, Mexican Pizza

CVS to lay off 5,000 workers in cost-cutting move

You’ll need this hidden info to claim a FB lawsuit …

X sign removed from Elon Musk company headquarters

View All National

Washington D.C.

Biden: Space Command HQ will stay in Colorado

The Biden administration announced the United States Space Command headquarters will
stay in Colorado rather than move to Alabama – a move some politicians are calling political.

DeSantis says he’d weigh national TikTok ban if elected

Republican presidential candidate Ron DeSantis said he would consider a national TikTok
ban if elected, amid bipartisan security concerns about the Chinese-owned video-sharing
app. “I am inclined to not want TikTok in the United States,” the Florida governor told The
Wall Street Journal. “I think it’s creating a security vulnerability for us. I think they […]
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Congressional health scares prompting conversations

Two United States senators had issues last week that’s prompting conversations about
whether they are mentally and physically fit to serve and is leading some politicians to
suggest the idea of mental competency tests.

GOP leaders strike out on getting Tuberville to bend

Senate GOP leaders didn’t want it to get to this point. They tried and tried to get Sen. Tommy
Tuberville (R-Ala.) to lift the holds he’s placed on hundreds of military promotions — which
have opened Republicans up to attacks from the Biden administration.  But their efforts have
failed, and they are now in a […]
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DeSantis rolls out economic plan in New Hampshire

Hogan makes case for third-party candidate in 2024 …
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More from KFOR.com Oklahoma City

Oxford school shooter was ‘feral child’ abandoned …

Trump’s campaign finances are strained as legal peril …

Sheila Oliver, New Jersey’s lieutenant governor and …

Aung San Suu Kyi has some of her prison sentences …

Palestinian opens fire in West Bank settlement, wounding …
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OK Supreme Court approves OTA bonds for turnpikes

Governor sues lawmakers for overriding his vetoes

FireLake Fireflight Balloon Fest returns to Shawnee

Docs: Murder suspect chronically violated victim’s …
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‘Move Duncan’ program offers relocation incentive …
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